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Every Mac comes with one year of hardware repair coverage through its limited warranty and up to 90 days of complimentary technical support.. AppleCare+ for Mac extends your coverage to three years from your AppleCare+ purchase date and adds up to two incidents of accidental damage protection every 12 months, each subject to a service fee of $99 for screen damage or external enclosure damage, or $299 for other damage, plus applicable tax.. Macbook Pro 13
Inch CoverMac Pro Laptop CasesCovers For Mac Pro LaptopsCovers For Macbook ProCovers For Mac Pro Laptop ChargerBecause Apple makes the hardware, the operating systems, and many applications, our experts understand how everything works together and can help resolve most issues in a single conversation.. Artist-designed protection for your iPhone, iPad, Macbook & Samsung Galaxy phones.

Coverage includes the following:Your Mac computerBattery1Included accessories such as the power adapterApple memory (RAM)Apple USB SuperDriveUp to two incidents of accidental damage protection every 12 months, each subject to a service fee of $99 for screen damage or external enclosure damage, or $299 for other damage, plus applicable tax1Software support.. Select your device to check out our infamous build-it-yourself MacBook wrap customizer.
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1 In addition, you’ll get 24/7 priority access to Apple experts by chat or phone.. Find a MacBook decal skin that fits your MacBook model & style From MacBook Pro to MacBook Air, Skinit offers the best vinyl decal skins for any MacBook.. Coverage includes the following:Your Mac computerBattery1Included accessories such as the power adapterApple memory (RAM)Apple USB SuperDriveUp to two incidents of accidental damage protection every 12 months, each
subject to a service fee of $99 for screen damage or external enclosure damage, or $299 for other damage, plus applicable tax1Software support.. 23 years of Apple-certified service and support coverageGet up to 2 incidents of accidental damage protection every 12 months1One stop for supportBecause Apple designs the computer, the operating system, and many applications, Mac is a truly integrated system.

camera covers laptop

We make custom iPhone cases, custom laptop skins, custom iPad skins & more!Enjoy 3 years of peace of mind when you buy AppleCare+ for Mac.. And only AppleCare+ gives you one-stop service and support from Apple experts, so most issues can be resolved in a single call.. 23 years of Apple-certified service and support coverageGet up to 2 incidents of accidental damage protection every 12 months1Macbook Pro 13 Inch CoverOne stop for supportBecause Apple
designs the computer, the operating system, and many applications, Mac is a truly integrated system.. Its stylish faux-leather exterior provides overall protection against daily wear and tear, and it has rubber feet for stability on desktops and other surfaces.. Protect and personalize your 13-inch MacBook with this Incase Snap Jacket laptop cover.

webcam covers laptop

24/7 priority access to Apple experts by chat or phoneGlobal repair coverage1Onsite repair for desktop computers: Request that a technician come to your work site3Mail-in repair for portable computers3: Mail in your Mac using a prepaid shipping box provided by AppleCarry-in repair3: Take your Mac to an Apple Store or other Apple Authorized Service ProviderHardware coverageGet up to 2 incidents of accidental damage protection every 12 months1Get battery
service if it retains less than 80% of its original capacityAppleCare+ for Mac provides global repair coverage, both parts and labor, from Apple-authorized technicians around the world.. MacBook Pro 16″ MacBook Pro 13″ with Touch bar (July 2019 - Present) MacBook Pro 13″ No Touch Bar (2016 - 2017) MacBook Pro 13″ with Touch Bar (2016 - May 2019) MacBook Pro 15″ with Touch bar (2016 - 2019) MacBook 12″ Retina (2015 - 2018) MacBook Pro with
Retina 13″ (Mid 2012 - Mid 2016) MacBook Pro with Retina 15″ (Mid 2012.. And only AppleCare+ gives you one-stop service and support from Apple experts, so most issues can be resolved in a single call.. Dbrand offers a wide selection of 11' and 13' MacBook Air skins, skins for the 2015 13' and 15' MacBook Pro Retina, 12' MacBook skins, 2020 13' MacBook Pro (Four Thunderbolt 3 Ports) skins, as well as 2016-2019 15' MacBook Pro skins.. 1 In addition, you’ll
get 24/7 priority access to Apple experts by chat or phone. e10c415e6f 
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